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NOTE ON THE LAMP LIGHTING PROBLEM
HENRIK ERIKSSON, KIMMO ERIKSSON, AND JONAS SJÖSTRAND
Abstrat. We answer some questions onerning the so alled
σ-game of Sutner. It is played on a graph where eah vertex has a
lamp, the light of whih is toggled by pressing any vertex with an
edge direted to the lamp.
For example, we show that every onguration of lamps an be
lit if and only if the number of omplete mathings in the graph is
odd. In the speial ase of an orthogonal grid one gets a riterion
for whether the number of monomer-dimer tilings of an m×n grid
is odd or even.
1. Introdution
A janitor is walking through a museum in the morning, swithing
on the light in every room. The eletri onnetions are a bit triky,
though. In every room is a button, but pressing this button toggles
the light on/o not only in the same room but also in all neighboring
rooms! Can the janitor light up the entire museum?
An equivalent version of this problem was introdued by Sutner in
1989 [11℄, where this game is alled the σ+-game on the graph of the mu-
seum. In the even more perverse σ-game, a button lights only its neigh-
bors but not its own room. Suh games have sine been studied fur-
ther by Sutner [12, 13℄, Barua and Ramakrishnan [2℄ and Goldwasser,
Klostermeyer and Trapp [6℄. The ommerially available "Lights out"
game has the same rules and has been studied independently by An-
derson and Feil [1℄ and, reently, by Dyrkaz, Eisenbud and Maurer [3℄.
Several preursors exist, suh as the Gale-Berlekamp swithing game
from the sixties [9℄, where there are swithes that toggle entire rows
and olumns, and the Merlin game studied by Pelletier [8℄ and Stok
[10℄, where the game board is no longer a grid. One should also note
the similarity to the very general lightbulb networks of Kauman [7℄,
where the light ondition of any lightbulb at a given time is determined
by some rule (dierent for dierent lightbulbs) depending only on the
light of the neighbors in the previous time-step.
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In its most general setting, the σ-game is played on a direted graph
where every vertex has a button and a lamp. At the beginning all lamps
are swithed o. When a button is pressed the lamps are toggled on/o
on all verties to whih there is an edge from the pressed vertex. The
objetive is to light as many lamps as possible.
2. When an all lamps be lit?
Sutner [11℄ studied, in partiular, undireted graphs with a loop on
every vertex (so that every button toggles its loal lamp). He proved
that in this speial ase it is always possible to light every lamp. The
proof used linear algebra in a lever way, and Sutner remarked that
no graph-theoreti proof was known. We will give suh a proof, whih
also allows a generalization to a family of direted graphs.
We use the onvention that a loop on a vertex v ontributes to both
the out-degree and the in-degree of v.
Theorem 2.1. If G is a direted graph on vertex set V , suh that for
eah odd subset U ⊆ V there is a vertex with odd out-degree in the
indued subgraph on U , then it is possible to light all lamps.
Proof. By indution over the number of verties. The statement is
trivially true for |V | = 1. Suppose it holds for |V | = n and onsider
the ase |V | = n + 1. If we hoose any vertex v and remove it and
all its edges from G, then the indution hypothesis still applies so it is
possible to light all lamps. Call this an n-pressing with respet to v. If
we apply this n-pressing to G (that is, inluding v), then either v too
lights up and we are nished, or v is still dark. The only ase left is
when all n+ 1 suh n-pressings leave one vertex dark.
Case 1: n + 1 is even. Add all n + 1 n-pressings. Every vertex will
be lit an odd number of times and hene end up lit.
Case 2: n+ 1 is odd. Then there is a vertex u with odd out-degree.
Press the button at u. Let U be the set of verties now lit. Then |U | is
odd and |V \U | is even. Now add the n-pressings with respet to eah
vertex in V \U , one at a time. This will light the lamps in V \U , while
the lamps in U will remain lit. 
We note that in order to satisfy the premise for single point subsets
U , the graph must have a loop on eah vertex . If all other edges ome
in opposite pairs (the undireted ase), the number of edges in the
subgraph indued by any odd subset U is odd, so the premise will be
satised in full and Sutner's result follows.
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The following orollary extends this result to graphs with some of
the edges bidireted (i.e. opposite pairs) and some uni-direted (i.e. un-
paired).
Corollary 2.2. If G is a direted graph on vertex set V with a loop
on every vertex, suh that the set of uni-direted edges form a omplete
bipartite graph on V , then it is possible to light all lamps.
Proof. A omplete bipartite graph on an odd vertex set U has an even
number of edges, as one of the parts must be even. Thus the indued
subgraph of G on an odd subset U ⊆ V has an odd number of edges
(there is an odd number of loops and the ontribution from the bidi-
reted edges is even) and so some vertex must have odd out-degree. By
Theorem 2.1, all lamps an be lit. 
If we take the omplete bipartite graph in the orollary to be the
edgeless graph K0,|V |, then we obtain Sutner's result. For the next
ase, K1,|V |−1, the museum interpretation might be the following. Some
of the exhibition rooms have been onverted into oes. Buttons work
as before (own lamp and neighbors) but a new room, the orridor,
is speial. The orridor button toggles all exhibition rooms (and the
orridor) and all oe buttons toggle the orridor. Then all lamps an
be lit!
The parity argument used will of ourse work for any direted graph
G suh that the indued subgraph of G on any odd subset U ⊆ V
has an odd number of edges. The apparent greater generality of this
statement is illusory, for this property holds only for G suh that the
orollary applies (exerise!).
3. How many lamps an always be lit?
On a direted graph where there is at least one edge direted to
eah lamp, more than half the verties an always be lit. This is a
very easy exerise in the probabilisti method: Press eah button with
probability 0.5. Then every lamp has probability one half of being
lit, so the expeted number of lit lamps is |V |/2. Sine at least one
ombination (when no button is pressed) has zero lit lamps, there must
exist a ombination with more than half the verties lit.
Spener [9℄ uses a not muh more sophistiated argument to show
that in the speial ase of the Gale-Berlekamp swithing game, sub-
stantially more than half the lamps an be lit regardless of the initial
onguration. No suh thing holds for the general σ-game as an be
seen from the following onstrution. For a positive integer n, take
2n − 1 lamps, labeled by the nonzero binary n-vetors. Now introdue
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n buttons, suh that button i toggles the 2n−1 lamps that have a one in
position i. Evidently every ombination of pressing buttons (exept for
pressing none at all) lights 2n−1 lamps, so this is the maximal number.
4. Direted games are equivalent to undireted games
Although it would seem that the lamp-lighting game must be muh
more general on direted graphs than on undireted graphs, it turns out
that in a very basi sense the games are equivalent: For eah direted
graph one an nd an undireted graph on the same vertex set suh
that exatly the same ongurations of lamps an be lit in the two
games. The maximal number of lit lamps is related to the number of
loops in the undireted graph.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that k is the maximal number of lamps that an
be lit in the game on a direted graph G. Then there is an undireted
graph G′ on the same vertex set, with k loops, suh that exatly the
same subsets of lamps an be lit.
Proof. Let A = (aij) be the adjaeny matrix of G, that is, aij = 1 if
there is an edge from i to j, zero otherwise. Let ai be the ith row of A.
The starting position with all lights out is denoted by a vetor of zeros,
one for eah lamp. Pressing vertex i has the eet of adding (modulo
2) the orresponding row ai to the position vetor. Hene the spae of
all lightable lamp ongurations is the row spae of A (modulo 2).
An undireted graph G′ with k loops has an adjaeny matrix A′
that is symmetri and has k ones on the main diagonal. We must show
that suh a matrix A
′
, with the same row spae as A, an be found.
For onveniene, renumber the lamps (the olumns of A) so that the
rst k lamps onstitute a maximal lightable subset of lamps. The row
spae of A is preserved under Gauss elimination to row ehelon form.
If neessary, renumber the k rst lamps so that, after elimination, the
matrix has the blok form
(1)
(
I B
0 0
)
,
where I is an identity matrix of size r ≤ k, and B is some arbitrary
matrix. Now, we know that the vetor 1k = (1, 1, . . . , 0, 0, . . . ) with k
ones lies in the row spae. The only way we an obtain the rst r ones
in a linear ombination of the rows is by adding all the r nonzero rows,
so this sum must be 1k. Hene eah of the rst k− r olumns of B has
an odd number of ones, while the other olumns have even numbers of
ones.
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The matrix in (1) is row equivalent to the symmetri matrix
A
′ =
(
I B
B
T
B
T
B
)
.
A diagonal element of B
T
B is the salar produt of the orresponding
olumn of B with itself (mod 2). Hene it is zero if the olumn has
an even number of ones, and one otherwise. Therefore B
T
B will have
k − r ones on the diagonal, so A′ is a symmetri matrix with k ones
on the diagonal. 
In partiular, every direted graph on whih all lamps an be lit is
equivalent to some undireted graph with a loop on every vertex.
5. Pressing buttons in dark rooms only
Now let us return to the unfortunate janitor. When touring the
museum, he may feel unomfortable pressing buttons in rooms where
the light is already on. Is it possible for him to press buttons in dark
rooms only? In the usual museum topology (an orthogonal grid) the
answer is yes. More generally:
Theorem 5.1. In eah bipartite undireted graph with a loop on every
vertex, one an light every lamp by pressing only verties where the
lamps are urrently o.
Proof. We know from Sutner's theorem that there exists a subset V ′
of verties suh that if they are pressed, then all lamps will be lit. Let
X and Y be the disjoint vertex sets in the bipartition of the graph.
Begin by pressing the verties in V ′ ∩X in any order. Sine there are
no edges between verties in X , the lamps on these verties will all
be o at the time they are pressed. We an now press the verties in
V ′∩Y in any order. They must all be o, sine we know that they will
all be lit when we are done and they will only be toggled one in this
proess. 
A ounter-example for arbitrary graphs looks as follows:
❞ ❞ ❞ ❞
❞
✁ ❆
The only way to light all lamps is to press all the verties of the
triangle, and none of the other two. However, as soon as we have
pressed one vertex in the triangle all its three verties will be lit, so the
next we press must be a lit vertex.
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6. When an every lamp onfiguration be lit?
A omplete mathing in a graph is a subset M of the edges suh that
every vertex is inident to exatly one edge in M .
Theorem 6.1. Let G be an undireted graph. Then every lamp on-
guration an be lit if and only if the number of omplete mathings in
G is odd.
Proof. Every lamp onguration an be lit if and only if the adjaeny
matrixA is invertible modulo 2. The determinant ofA modulo 2 is the
sum over all overings of the verties of G by disjoint direted iruits.
Sine all iruits of length ≥ 3 ome in pairs (two diretions), they
give zero ontribution modulo 2. It remains overings of all verties by
disjoint iruits of length 2 (undireted edges between pairs of verties)
and length 1 (loops), that is, preisely omplete mathings. The adja-
eny matrix A is invertible if and only if its determinant is nonzero
modulo 2, whih is the ase if the number of omplete mathings is
odd. 
Barua and Ramakrishnan [2℄ and Goldwasser, Klostermeyer and
Trapp [6℄ have determined, by methods entirely dierent from ours,
for whih sizes m× n of orthogonal grids (with loops on every vertex)
that every lamp onguration an be lit. Their answer is: if and only
if pm(λ) and pn(1 + λ) are relatively prime, where pm(λ) is the binary
Chebyshev polynomial dened by the reurrene:
(2) pm(λ) = λpm−1(λ) + pm−2(λ) for m ≥ 2, p1(λ) = λ, p0(λ) = 1.
By Theorem 6.1, the result of Barua and Ramakrishnan is a statement
about the parity of the number of omplete mathings in a square grid
with a loop on every vertex. But a omplete mathing in suh a graph
is preisely what is alled a monomer-dimer tiling of the square grid;
the loops are monomers and edges overing two verties are dimers.
The number of monomer-dimer tilings of the m × n grid is a famous
open problem, f. Finh's webpage [4℄. Barua and Ramakrishnan's
result and our Theorem 6.1 ombine to the following partial result on
the monomer-dimer problem.
Corollary 6.2. The number of monomer-dimer tilings of the m × n
grid is odd if and only if pm(λ) and pn(1+λ) are relatively prime modulo
2.
7. How few lamps an be lit on an infinite grid
We onlude by nding the minimum number of lit lamps on the
innite orthogonal grid with a loop on eah vertex.
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Pressing one vertex (at the origin, say) lights ve lamps. By pressing
some neighbour verties one an of ourse swith them o again, but in
this proess new lamps are lit. Is it possible that pressing a ompliated
vertex pattern might result in fewer than ve lit lamps?
We will prove that ve is in fat the minimum and that the only
way to light exatly ve lamps is by pressing a mikado diamond (see,
and listen to, [5℄). These are diamond-shaped dot patterns that leave
only the enter lamp and the four extreme lamps lit; the rst mikado
diamond is the single dot and eah subsequent diamond doubles the
size of the previous one.
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Figure 1. The mikado diamonds light ve lamps
The ve lamps property follows from the reursive onstrution indi-
ated in the next gure. Eah mikado pattern is obtained by superpo-
sition of ve mikado patterns of the next smaller size. It is lear that in
this way we get another pattern leaving only the enter lamp and the
extreme lamps lit, for eah the other eight lamps involved is lit twie,
i.e. not at all.
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Figure 2. Superposition of ve mikado diamonds
makes a larger one
Unexpetedly, one retrieves the smaller diamond by erasing every
other row and every other olumn in the larger one. This is a onse-
quene of the linear relation stating that the lamp at (i, j) is dark:
xi,j + xi,j+1 + xi,j−1 + xi+1,j + xi−1,j ≡ 0 (mod 2),
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where x is the button pressing matrix. Where darkness rules, many
suh relations hold, and by adding the ve relations belonging to lamp
(i, j) and its neighbors we obtain
xi,j + xi,j+2 + xi,j−2 + xi+2,j + xi−2,j ≡ 0 (mod 2),
proving that darkness will prevail after the erasing proess. By our
next theorem, we must have retrieved the mikado diamond.
The distane between the leftmost and the rightmost lamp is 2k for
the k-th diamond. It is lear from the stated erasing property that
inreasing k just means adding more detail to the same piture. For
large k, the pattern is a fratal with a reurrent mikado-like gure
appearing in all sizes and orientations.
Figure 3. The mikado pattern. (Can you see him?)
Theorem 7.1. No button pressing pattern will light one, two, three or
four lamps and the only patterns that light ve lamps are the mikado
diamonds.
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Proof. To see that a set of pressed verties an never light one, two or
three lamps, onsider the smallest retangle (with horizontal and ver-
tial sides) overing suh a set. It is lear that at least one lamp just
outside eah of the four sides of the retangle must be lit. Any pattern
that lights these four lamps only must have 45 deg sloping boundaries,
muh the same as a mikado pattern but it is not immediately lear why
all four boundaries should have size 2k. However, onsidering the alter-
nating pattern in the subdiagonal just inside the diagonal boundary, we
an onlude that the lamp distanes are at least even numbers. If we
apply the erasing proess to the pattern, we obtain a smaller pattern
with exatly the same property, ontraditing the assumed minimality.
The same reasoning applies to the ve lamps ase also. First, note
that the whole pattern must be symmetri, otherwise superposing its
mirror image would anel the four boundary lamps and leave at most
two interior lamps lit. So the fth lit lamp must be at the enter and
we an perform the erasing proedure until we are down to the smallest
one-button mikado pattern. 
A nal observation is that exept for 1, 2, 3 and 4, any desired num-
ber r of lamps an be lit by pressing r− 4 buttons that are diagonally
onseutive.
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